LESSON 19

Date: ____________________

THE PIANO KEYBOARD
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1. From the diagram above, how many white keys are there? _____
2. List the numbers of the white keys: _____________________________
3. How many black keys are there? _____
4. List the numbers of the black keys: _____________________________
5. The piano keyboard is a repeating pattern. If the pattern “begins” on key
#1, on what key does the pattern begin to repeat? _____
6. On the piano keyboard, the black keys always alternate between groups
of two and groups of three. Because of this pattern, there will be two
areas where there are two white keys that are side by side. List the
numbers of the two different pairs of white keys that are side by side:
___/___, ___/___
As you begin your study of the piano keyboard, your will be laying the
foundations for higher levels of music theory studies. It is very important to
master these skills. Since they are based on patterns, being able to “see”
the pattern is very important. Always ask questions if you are not sure
about a particular part of the lesson.
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PRACTICE
1. Draw a piano keyboard in the space provided. Be sure the pattern of
black keys is correct. Be sure you have two sets of white keys that are
side by side.

For the remaining questions, refer back to the lesson page piano keyboard
diagram and fill in the blanks with the correct key number.
2. What key is the “same” as #3 in the repeating keyboard pattern? _____
3. What key number would be the same as #18? _____
4. What would the number of the next three black keys be after #17?
_____, _____, _____
5. What is the closest black key to #5, moving left? _____
6. What is the closest black key to #5, moving right? _____
7. If you count 8 white keys to the right starting on #5 you end on _____.
What do you notice about this key compared to #5?

8. When moving to the right on a keyboard, musical notes ascend, or get
higher. When moving to the left, musical notes descend or get lower.
What is a key that is higher that #7? _____ Lower than #7? _____
9. How many keys does a standard piano have?
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